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The invariant mass spectra of forty nine hadronic systems with 
hypercharge, strangeness and baryon number, varied in the limits 
0 ^ Y < 6 , -2£ S 4 +1, 0 •£ B ^ 6 , have been studied. Resonance-like 
peaks have been found in the invariant mass spectra of Y < 1 systems 
only. The same inequality holds for all established resonances. Thus, 
a hypercharge selection rule is suggested: " The hypercharge of had
ronic resonances in weak gravitational fields cannot exceed one: Y^ 11' 
This rule defines the conditions and selects the classes of interac
tions which make possible the formation of hadrons in weak gravita
tional fields, i.e.) in terrestrial conditions. Thus one cannot exclude 
that it is based on a new symmetry principle, unknown up to now /1/. 
On the other hand, recently a number of theoretical investigations of 
multiquark states have appeared. The masses of peaks found in the ef
fective mass spectra of Г<Г 1 exotic systems, studied in this work 
are in striking agreement with the predictions, made in papers /2/. 
Below this comparison for Y< 1 systems is presented, the results being 
obtained by means of 55 om and 2 m JIHH propare bubble chambers. The 
first one was exposed to the neutron of ̂ p > = 7.0 Gev/c and negative 
pion of p__ =4.0 Gev/c momenta beams. The second one was exposed to 1 ? relativistio С ion beam of cp=4.2 Gev/n. Let us remind that the 
measured masses of baryons Л , Z° , Z (1385) and of К -meson were 
very close to the tabular values. The Лр invariant mass resolution 
(r.m.s. deviation) is 3.00 MeV/o in the initial part of the spectrum, 
4.25 MeV/c 2 around the 2128 MeV/o 2 peak, 6.40 MeV/c 2 in the vicinity 
of 2256 MeV/c peak. The ЛЛ invariant mass resolution in the 2365 
MeV/u peak region is 11^=00.0+2.4) MeV/c . V - particles were 
possible to identify at P y° > 0.150 GeV/c, 3T~and K" at p » 0.045GeV/c, 
protons - in the range 0.150gp^ 1.0 Gev/c, 3T +and K + at p<1.0GeV/c. 
The inclusive production of possible multiquark hadrons on 1 2 C nuclei 
has been studied. 

In order to establish the existence of presumed resonances, the 
following method was used in this work. It is customary to consider 
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the existence of a resonance to be established if one has succeeded 
in measuring the following four quantities: (i) The statistical signi
ficance of a peak, defined by the confidence level, corresponding to 
the so-called number of standard deviations, N д+д!!,. (ii) The maas 
of the hypothetical resonance, M + A M . (iii) Its width, Г * ЛТ . 
(iiii) Its production effective cross section, tf±4ff . in order to 
solve this problem, today, because of the absence of the theory of 
strong interactions,one has to invent a physical model by means of 
which one would be able a) to imitate all final atates observed in 
the experiment in question and to describe, that is to reproduce ma
thematically the invariant mass spectrum observed; b) to describe 
simultaneously the results of other experiments, if there are 3uch 
ones. Haturally, the larger ia the number of such auxiliary experi
ments, the higher is the plausibility of the model in question, and 
the information, thus obtained, should be considered to be closer to 
a model-independent, absolute one. The models used in this work for 
the analysis of the invariant тазз spectra of di - and raultibaryon 
systems were based on two fundamental hypotheses. The first one is 

12 
the correctness of the impulse approximation for It" and П С inter
actions in the (4..0-7.0) GeV/c momentum range. According to the se
cond hypothesis, any peak or enhancement observed in the invariant 
mass spectra in question ia due to the intranuclear s-channel hypo-
ron-nucleon interaction. The creation of exotic strange baryonc, 
apart from this mechanism may be due to interaction- of the incident 
particles with free or bound nucleons. There ezi~t3 also a probabili
ty of their creation in intranuclear secondary particle - nucleon 
interactions. The validities of the proposed models were tested, 
making use of the well known methods of testing the hypotheses. The 
beat-fit parameters thus obtained comprised the masoea, widths and 
contributions of resonances аа well as the contributions and parame
ters (if any) of all kind3 of backgrounds. Any fitting used in this 
work иаз performed by moano of the "I'dnuit" program. Only after the 
acception of the most plausible model and thua obtaining the most 
probable best-fit total background one became able to determine cor
rectly the statistical significance of resonance-like peaks and the 
гезопапсе production effective cross sections. The following criteria 
were U3ed in this work.(i)Models of only C.L.? 1Й were accepted.(ii) 
For an accepted model any resonance-like peak must satisfy the well-
known condition I.'sd̂ . 5. Besides, an additional condition introduced, 
had to be fulfiled: AH3U/Ngd 4 0.25. (iii) Any best-fit parameter 
Z+ AZ, must satisfy the condition 4Z/Z < 0.3. 
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The A»-dibar.von3 (1=1/2. Y=1. B=2, 3=-1) 

The /1/>-invariant mass spectrum (N=2347 combinations), due to 12 n С -»Лтр)Х; m=1,2 reactions ,ia shown in fig.1. The model, accepted 
for the analysis was based on two hypotheses: (i) the impulse appro
ximation is valid; (ii) the formation of Лр- resonancea takes place 
in S-channel, Лр elastic interactions exclusively,because in the re
lative momentum range, 0.0 < pA t 2.0 GeV/c, or in the equivalent ef
fective mass one, 2053.8796 4Г M ^ 2553.8796 I.IeV/c? one has 

&Л%( *P-*YH(m9T); m=1,2,3,...) « вГ Др(/1 р -* Л р). In order to re-
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produce mathematically the Л р mass apectrum one had to calculate the 
probabilities of all final states with Л and p, provocated by a fast 
neutron, passing through a carbon nucleus. The theoretical cross sec
tion б^^(р л ), which one needed for the probability '.Vе (Лр -*/lp), 
was parametrized as a sum of three cross sections due to: (i) spin-
independent (a =a+, r =r t) low energy scattering in effective range 
approximation; (ii) potential scattering; (iii) Breit-V/igner гезопапсе 
elastic scattering, depending on resonance total spins and orbital 
momenta. The probabilities И е 1 ( Л р -* Л р ) , ;IAZA (Л р-*-Z p ,Z°-**T ), 

were computed using (i) the Л-and £ -hyperons from 
interactions of fast neutrons with quasi-free neutrons and free- and 
quasi-free protons without seen protons of p < 1.0 GeV/c momenta; 1 ? (ii) the known momentum distribution of protons, bound in "C nucleus; 
(iii) the measured cms angular distributions for Лр^- Лр, /1p-»Zp 
processes and the measured cross section ff * Рл ) /3/. The detection 
efficiency, with geometrical and measurement restrictions imposed, 
was taken into account. Accoding to the model, the Лр invariant mass 
spectrum and the measured Ир elastic scattering cross sections /3/ 
in the р л =(0.1-2.0) GeV/c range, were simultaneously fitted using 2 a common Xnfunctional. Using the measured effective mass resolutions, 
Gaussian convolutions were performed, what permitted one to choose the 
bin-size, proceeding only from the statistical provision. /1 p -effec
tive mass spectrum formed of chance combinations of Л - hyperons, 
mentioned in (i) with protons from n С •• A (mp)X ; m=1,2 reactions, 
normalized to one, imitated the background due to Л and p from dif
ferent stages of intranuclear cascade processes. The first hypothesis, 
assuming the observed Л р mass spectrum to be due exclusively to the 
background of the last type was rejected, because ofД?.=10С8.37. 
Further,hypotheses on resonance number were tested within N^, =0-17. 
During the fit the contribution of the ГЛ conversion tended to zero 
at any N^ e s . This phenomenon, most probably, is due to the negli
gible detection efficiency of very slow Z" - hyperons. This makes 
the Z sample scanty of them and distorts the Z -momentum spectrum, 
making the sample unadequate. For these reasons £Л conversion pro
cess was excluded, fixing its contribution at zero. The contribution 
of the potential Лр scattering gradually decreased with the increa
sing I! fa . Therefore it was excluded for all hypotheses with 
IJ д » 7. The upper part of fig.2 shows the C.L. vs. \ifti . The model 
becomes significant, C.L.=2.29l5, at H #ы =5. The confidence level 
rises up to H,foj =10,because the number of enhancements in the spect
rum exceeds the niraber of resonance,inserted in &*р(Рл) . The op
timal hypotheses correspond to Нц е а=12 Q n d 13 with C.L.=39.05% and 



39.08$. At И« > 13, it exceeds the number of enhancements and C.L. 
gradually decreases to 12.09Й at H ^ =17. Thus an appropriate des
cription of the Ap mass spectrum, observed in the neutron experiment 
requires to take into account (i) the low energy Ap scattering; (ii) 
the ^p-»Z*p conversion process; (iii) the background due to the 
intranuclear cascade processes; (iiii) the resonance Лр scattering, 
the number of Breit-'.Vigner resonance being N/je>> 5. Meverthless.only 
four peaks,at 2092,2183,2256 and 2353MeV/c2turned out to be significant, 
One has: (i) 6.03 * N3d(2092) * 6.59 in the range 7 « N A t (2092) < 17; 
(ii) 5.09 <N s d(2183) < 5.56, 6 * Ы Л 4(2183)< 17; (iii) 5.30 4 H s d 

(2256) < 8.09, 4 < 11*8 (2256X17; (iiii) 5.22 « Nsd(2353) < 6.25, 
6 ̂  Nrf„s(2353) * 12. As an example the results of the fit at N ^ =12 
are shown in fig.1, with X 17=59.36 and C,L.=39.05#. The best-fit 
resonance parameters are shown below the predicted ones. The agree
ment is satisfactory. The blackened circles represent the fitted,i.e. 
the reproduced histogram. The best-fit contributions of processes are 
also very realistic; A( Ир — Ир)=0.260+0.003: В( *p-«-Z°p)=0. 135±0.001; 
C(I.C.B.)=0.605+0.001. The well known peak at 2128 MeV/c2 in the 
neutron experiment is unsignificant, whereas in the pion experiment 
it is ox' high significance /1/. This fact can be due to interplay of 
a number of causes: (i) the softer hyperon, especially the I°-hyperon 
momentum spectrum due to the lower incident pion momentum and to the 
difference of Л and Z -hyperon angular distributions inXN and nN cms; 
(ii) the larger hyperon,especially the Z°-hyperon production c.s.injrN 
at 4.0 CeV/c as compared to the nH collisions at 7.0 CeV/c; (iii) dif
ferent forms of backgrounds,etc. Equally successful! was the fit to 

» • , « * • • • * • ! 
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the measured in /3/ cross sections в,'jj//v'(P„) (fig.3), presen
ted by crosses. The continious curves represent the /Ip elastic 
scattering effective cross section ft л, (р л ), computed in the 
frame of the model at Н Л и =12. The open circles represent the best-
fit \6"^J (рл ) ^ , the averaging performed just over the same 
momentum ranges as in /3/ (the horisontal bars of crosses). These 
ranges of 100 and 200 MeV/c are enough to smear out narrow resonance 
peaks, such as the 2128 and 2183 KeV/c'' of Г = 8.5 and 14.2 IJeV/c 
respectively, in momentum units, though their formation resonance 
cross sections attain several tens of millibarns. Instead, the full 

10 1.9 
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widths of the 2256 and 2353 MeV/c* peaks, Г =57.6 and 178.2 MeV/c 
respectively, are comparable with the mentioned ranges. Therfore these 
two peaks can be seen, as is the case (fig.3). These considerations 
are confirmed by a good coincidence, within the errors, of circles 
and crosses. The peak of 2092 MeV/c mass is due to the effect of ne
gative sign Л-р scattering length and stipulates together with the 
measured points, the decreasing part of the cross section. The best-
fit low energy scattering parameters, a=-(2.33+0.01)fm, r=(4.67+ 
0.03)fm agree with the directly measured ones. The 2183,2256,2353 

p MeV/c peaks are far from thresholds and can be considered as good 
candidates for six-quark resonant states of negative strangeness. 
Let us note that at least three more enhancements at 2145,2293,2453 

p 
HeV/c , seen in the mass spectrum of fig.1 (not significant) are 
waiting for higher statistics and better mass resolutions. It seems 
important to compare the spectrum of fig.1 with the spectra of high-
est momenta К D and II D experiments. Only the 2128 MeV/c peak is aeen 
in the Лр mass spectrum from three-particle final states, YTD-»Apjr~, 
Pg-aO.45-1.65J GeV/c,deuterium bubble chamber /4/. Peaks at 2128, 
2183,2256 appear in the Лр mass spectra from five-particle final 
states, ТСВ •*• ApT'ir1**- , the same experiment (.figs. 4,5,8, ref./57). 
Flg.5 of ref./5/ represents the /tp mass spectrum In 15 MeV/c bins 
for events with the lower limit of proton momentum imposed,0.150GeV/c, 
coinciding with the one in this experiment. Fig.4 of this paper shows 
the same spectrum, reconstructed in 10 MeV/c bins. The extreme peaks, 
2092 and 2353 MeV/c peaks are not seen because of the proton momen
tum restriction and the lack of energy, respectively. But the peaks 

КП-/Ц1ППГ 
p-(i«-iM)G*f/c 

шп mm 
Fig.4 
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2128,2183 and 2256 I.5eV/c2are clearly seen as in the 15 KeV/c 2 plot 
(fig.5,ref./5/). The situation иву be clarified if one reminds that 
the laboratory momentum spectrum of Л from the reaction K~n-» Ах'я*Х" 
has a wider maximum, spread to higher momenta, than the one from 
K~n-»-HS7" reactions.According to the above mentioned hypothesis 
Л -hyperons from the first channel should be able to excite higher 
mass A resonances then the ones from the second channel, when colli
ding the remnant proton. The stronger are forwardly collimated the 
negative piona from HpOT~-final states, the sharper becomes the Лр 
2128 peak /4/. Three-particle final states with ЭГ" and K+-mesons, 
forwardly emitted in reactions K~D -+Лр?7~ and ar^D -*• Y.+Ap respec
tively, were studied by means of a missing mass spectrometer /6/. In 
view of results of experiments /4/ and /5/, no wonder that only the 
Лр 2128 peak has been observed. Finally, let из turn to Лр invariant 
mass spectrum from interactions of С with propane at cp=4.2 GeV/n 
in the 2 m bubble chamber. Л р combinations from interactions of both 
primary С ions and the whole variety of secondaries-hadrons ( /> * ) 
and nuclear fragments (P t'~5'+) w e r e lumped together. In spite of 
the variety of projectiles, their energies and targets, the summary 

Лр mass spectrum (fi^.S) reveaio 2128,2183 and 2256 KeV/c peaks. 
Again the extreme peaks, at 2092 and 2353 lieV/c are not seen because 
of a restriction imposed on slow proton length and the lack of energy, 
respectively. Thus at high energies of incident particles the Лр 

p invariant mass spectra reveal five enhancements: at 2032 UeV/c , due 
to the negative sigh low energy scattering length effect, at 2128 
MeV/c 2, due to tivo-body Лр resonance /2/ and at 2183,2256,2353MeV/c2, 
which are far from thrtaholds and can be considered as good Candida-
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tes for strange, six-quark resonant states. According to t2io second 
fundamental hypothesis, the intensity of resonance peal: must depend 
on the momentum corresponding to the maximum of the A -hyperon momen
tum spectrum. If such a mechanism is true, one can easily see that with 
increasing the incident particle momentum, the maximum of this spect
rum ha3 to tend to higher momenta. In turn, in the invariant macs 
spectra, it паз to reduce the intensity of smaller mass resonances 
and to increase the intensity of higher mass ones. The facts set 
here seem to demonstrate the correctness of these ideas. It is note
worthy an old suggestion of a /lp(2360) resonance /7/, close to 
^p(2354) of this paper. Thi3 information, issued from A.V/etherell, 
attained the author through the mediation of P.Sonderreger. Thanka 
are due to them. 

The /tpg-dibaryons (1=3/2.1/2. Y=1,B=2,S=-1) 

The simplest dibaryon resonance of hypercharge Y=1, undergoing 
three-particle decay has been searched for in the >1pW invariant 
mass spectrum from interactions of incident neutrons with quasi-free 
neutrons and free- and quasi-free protons (total electric charge Q=0 
and Q=1, respectively,"nucleon-like" events ). The final states of 

both Q=0 and Q=1 total charges contained protons of p^1.0 GeV/c momen
ta. Fig. 6a represents the Лр* magg spectrum due to all combinations 
/1рЯ* + Лр+ , with positive unidentified particles of p + > 1.0 GeV/c 
assumed to be •}!* -mesons. This is a plausible assumpion, because it 
can be shown that only a small admixture of K + wi;;h momenta p>1.0 
GeV/c should be expected in this sample. A prominent peak near 
2500 MeV/o is clearly seen. Pig. 6b represents /1р»г* mass spectrum 
with no more thnn one doubly positive or neutral Л-pir combinations. 
The rejection of extra combinations rather evenly lowers the spectrum 
and the peak survives /1/. The Лр*г*mass spectrum of fig. 6c is contri
buted to by Лр5Г* combinations with identified positive pions,l.e., 
with momenta p_+ * 1.0 GeV/o. Finally, the spectrum of fig.6d is 
made up of Лрэг* combinations with both positive and negative pion 
momenta restricted to 1.0 GeV/c. The peak survives in both later cases. 
Three kinds of background were considered. 1) The background due 
to combinations of Л , Р>Я from various stages of intranuclear 
cascade processes. It was imitated by the invariant mass spectrum of 
chance combinations of A , ir* and -7t~ from another sample of nucleon-
like events, without seen protons, with the protons of the fundamental 
sampleof nucleon-like events.2)The phase space volume distributions 
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for Л Л -*• Лр(тЭГ); m=1,2,3>4 reaction channels, proceeding on bound 
nucleons. 3) The phase space volume distributions for nH -» ЛрК(т«*); 
m=1,2,3,4 reaction channels, proceeding on bound nucleons. All rest
rictions, imposed on particle momenta in the real experiment were 
taken into account both in 2) and 3) backgrounds. Let us stress that 
the тятртя of both 2) and 3)backgrounds are more shifted towards the 
peak observed, than it would be in the case of the OBE model background. 
Thus the use of phase space volume distributions lowers the signi
ficance of possible resonance peaks. The analysis included the desc
ription of tne Л р1Г* mass spectrum by the combinations of various 
numbers of Breit-7/igner resonances and the background channels /1/. 
Each component of the combination entered the .^'"-functional with its 
own weight, which had to be determined together with the resonance 
parameters, masses and width"'. Five hypotheses were tested for each 
of his+ograms of fig.6. 
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1)Nine-component background, по resonance"; - not significant. 
2) Only гезошшсез, no background at all-significant. 
3) Only one resonance, no background - not significant. 
4) Several resonances, not all kinds of background - significant. 
5) Only one resonance and nine-ccmponent background - significant. 
The significance of the lust hypothesis is the lowest among the three 
significant ones. The best-fit parameters for the Bret-Wigner resonance 
of fig.*6c are LI=(2495.2+8.7)I.IeV/c2, Г =(204.7±5.6) MeV/c 2 its signi
ficance defined by N ,=12.86+1.68 and production cross section per 
carbon nucleons is t( =(70.5^.15-0) p£ . Thi3 peak can be considered 
as a good candidate for a six-quark ^т>1Г -dibp.x-yon. The course of 
analysis of Apjr mass spectra differed from that if ^p mass 
spectrum, first because here there is only one peak, deserving this 
name and, secondly, there are not yet available auxiliary c-xpe.iments, 
as were the ones on Лр elastic scattering cross section measurement, 
with respect to the fundamental experiment - the /1p invariant таза 
spectrum. 

/Ifffrlbaryons (1= 2. Y=0. B= 1. S=-1) 

T„4 Л search for qq baryons of strangeness 3=-1 has been undertaken 
in a sample of nucleon-like events without seen protons. All positive
ly charged particles of p > 1.0 GeV/c were assumed to be jr*-mesons. 
The AV*4i* invariant mass spectrum (fig.7) was fitted by a combi
nation of seven Breit-Wigner resonances and 1) a background due to 
the phase apace volume distributions for reaction channels nB-» 
-*NK(m ); m=1,2,3,4 and 2) a background due to hyperons and pions from 

«л, «»» пкт. и** пк* UK» unit т.*. вьк, иочНпЦО 

F i g . 7 . 
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different stages of intranuclear cascade processes. The best-fit para
meters of resonances the numbers of standard deviations and resonance 
production effective cross sections per carbon nucleus ar. shown in,the 
table. In the ЛЯ~Я~ -invariant mass spectra there are also enhance
ments (not significant) close to the bag model masses. 

Conclusions 

Below are shown results on candidates for possible multiquark 
resonant states. Good agreement with the MIT Bag Model predictions on 
resonance masses should be stressed. 

I. Strange dibarvons-candidates for q -states 
1. Ир(1=1/2, Y=1, B=2, S=-1) 

li 5 Г о 
(KeV/O (IieV/с ; 

Significance 
( H s t .dev . ~> 

V prod, 
( pb ) 

' Bas model predictions 

( MeV/c2) J P 

2255.2+0.4 16.9+2.3 
2354.3+0.7 56.1+5.0 
2183.2+0.6 3.7+0.7 

8.05+1.32 
6.25+1.25 
5.56+1.23 

85.3+20.0 
65.0+17.0 
60.C+15.0 

2241 2 + 

2353 2 " 
2169 1 + 

2. ИрЭГ (I«3/2, 1/2, Y=1. B=2, S=-1) 

К p Г 
(MeV/c^) (I.ieV/c^) 

Significance 
<Hst.dev.> 

в" prod. 
( е ь ) 

Вая model predictions 

(MeV/c*) J P 

2495.2+8.7 204.7+5.6 12.86+1.68 70.5+15.0 2500 0",1",2" 

II. Strange exotic baryons-candidates for 5Jq -states - Ли+я* 

К - '"о Significance flfprod. Bag model predictions 
(MeV/c2) (MeV/c2) ( N B t .„„ ) ( ?Ъ) " Т ~ ~ 

s t . d e v . г ( H e V / c 2 ) J P 

1704.9+0.9 18.0+0.5 5-3+1.6 19.0+0.6 T710 1/2" 
2071.6+4.0 172.9+12.4 10.3+1.5 88.0+27.0 2120 1/2~ 
2604.9+4.8 65.9+21.5 5.2+1.4 31.9+9.0 2615 3/2" 
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Шахбазян Б.А. Мультикварковые резонансные состояния Е1-82-446 
Исследованы инвариантные спектры масс сорока девяти систем в широком 

диапазоне гиперзаряда, странности и барионного числа. Резонансные пики об
наружены только в спектрах инвариантных масс систем с ? ^ 1 . Кандидатами 
в шестикварковые дибарионы следует считать резонансные состояния Ао 2183* 
2255» 2354 МэВ/с8 и Apr 2495 МэВ/с8. Было найдено еще три кандидата в TJq4 

состояния \я+ш+ 1705» 2072, 2605 МэВ/с8 . Массы всех этих кандидатов на
ходятся в хорошем согласии с предсказаниями модели мешков МИТ. Напрашивает
ся правило отбора по гиперзаряду: "Гиперзаряд адронных реэонансов в слабых 
гравитационных полях не может превышать единицы: Y <: 1". 

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории высоких энергий ОИЛИ. 

Препринт Объединенного института ядерных исследований. Дубна 1982 
Shahbazian В.A. Multiquark Resonant States E1-82-446 

The invariant mass spectra of forty nine hadronlc systems wiMi hyper
charge, strangeness and baryon number, varied in wide limits have been stu
died. Resonance - like peaks have been found In the invariant mass spectra 
of Y< 1 systems only. Candidates for six-quark dibaryons should be considered 
Ap 2183. 2255, 2354 MeV/c8 and Apir 2495 MeV/c2resonant states. Three 
more candidates for qq* states were found Aw+rr+: 1705,2072, 2605 MeV/c8. 
The masses of all these candidates are in good agreement with MIT Bag Model 
predictions.A hypercharge selection rule is suggested: "The hypercharge of 
hadronlc resonances In weak gravitational fields cannot exceed one Y51". 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of High Energy 
Physics, JINR. 

Preprint of the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research. Oubna 1982 
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